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Abstract: The purpose of this presentation is to provide a brief
general survey of major recent developments in Sanskrit
syntactic studies since Deshpande and Hock 1991, fol-
lowed by more in-depth discussion of formal and func-
tional issues that should be of interest to scholars work-
ing on computational approaches to Sanskrit syntax. For-
mal syntactic topics are free word order, challenging
syntactic aspects of relative-correlative constructions, is-
sues of agreement, ‘oblique subjects’ and related issues,
the syntax of double-direct-object constructions (includ-
ing causatives), and the issue of ‘asamartha’ compound-
ing. The functional part focuses on the use of different
syntactic alternatives in discourse and in different genres
— a topic that, to my knowledge, has not received sys-
tematic discussion. Two major phenomena are examined
in some detail — fronting and extraposition to the right,
including their different functions in a variety of genres.
Functional analytical approaches may yield interesting in-
sights and challenges to formal syntactic approaches, al-
though they clearly cannot be a substitute for formal anal-
ysis. I conclude that there is ample room for more research
on Sanskrit syntax, especially in the post-Vedic language
with its richer variety of different genres.
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1 Introduction

My presentation has three goals. One is to provide a survey of pub-
lications in Sanskrit syntax since Deshpande and Hock’s (1991)
Sanskrit syntax bibliography. A second one is to focus in greater
detail on a number of formal issues that, I believe, would be of in-
terest both to linguists pursuing computational approaches to San-
skrit syntax and to those working in linguistic theory. The third
goal is to discuss a selection of functional factors that influence
the use of particular syntactic structures in particular text types, an
issue which I believe would also be interesting to those engaged in
computational work.

2 A brief survey of recent publications

The Sanskrit syntax bibliography provided at the end of this book
consolidates Deshpande and Hock’s (1991) A bibliography of writ-
ings on Sanskrit syntax published in Hock 1991b and the bibliog-
raphy of works on Sanskrit syntax published since then compiled
for presentation at the Seminar on Sanskrit Syntax and Discourse
Structures held in Paris, 13–15 June 2013. The combined bibliog-
raphy will also be published at the Sanskrit Library website with
regular upadates. We look forward to receiving additional refer-
ences so as to make the bibliography more comprehensive. At this
point, let me briefly survey the distribution of recent publications
in terms of chronology and general categories of subject matter.

Recent research concerning Sanskrit syntax includes over 200
works, including article collections and bibliographies — quite im-
pressive for a period of less than 25 years, especially if compared
to the 474 entries in Deshpande and Hock 1991, which covers pub-
lications from Burnouf (1824) to Brereton and Jamison ‘To Ap-
pear’ (published 1991). It is impressive, too, because, as in the
past, syntax receives much less scholarly attention than other as-
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pects of Sanskrit linguistics. The following statistics are based on
a smaller set of 186 entries that I had collected by 24 May 2013.

As in the past (see Deshpande and Hock 1991, as well as Hock
1989b), the bulk of publications (147 out of 186) deals with the
Vedic period, especially the R

˚
gveda, and commonly from a his-

torical, Indo-Europeanist perspective. The post-Vedic or classical
period is covered only in 45 publications, some of which address
both Vedic and post-Vedic issues.

A common topic for the Vedic period is the issue of tense, as-
pect, voice, and modality, which is dealt with in 29 publications.
Another 23 publications address word and phrase order, including
the issue of clitics and Wackernagel’s Law. Case syntax is cov-
ered in 18 publications, especially by Hettrich (six publications,
including the important 2007: Materialien zu einer Kasussyntax
des R

˚
gveda, which includes a rich bibliography). Issues of subor-

dination, both finite and non-finite (infinitives, converbs, locative
absolute constructions, etc.) are dealt with in some 18 publica-
tions.

Most of the 27 publications that approach Sanskrit syntax from
a modern theoretical or typological approach are focused on the
post-Vedic language, and so are all of the 23 publications that deal
with, or refer to, the insights of the Indian grammatical tradition,
especially Pān. ini. As a personal note, let me add that this relatively
limited reference to the Indian tradition is regrettable. In principle,
all research on Sanskrit syntax — and Sanskrit linguistics in gen-
eral — should treat the work of Pān. ini and the entire early gram-
matical and phonetic tradition as earlier scholarship, just as it does
the work of linguists like Delbrück, Wackernagel, and Whitney;
see Hock 2009b and Hock Forthcoming(b).

Finally, 65 publications treat of issues of function and dis-
course, in both the Vedic and the post-Vedic period. This category
is heavily dominated by Jared Klein’s publications, most of which
(16 out of 22) focus on the issue of stylistic repetition of differ-
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ent grammatical structures and categories in the language of the
R
˚

gveda.

3 Formal issues

In the following section of my paper I address formal issues that
may be of interest to scholars pursuing computational approaches
to Sanskrit syntax as well those working on typology and syntactic
theory. I draw to a large extent on my own research, both pub-
lished and unpublished, but also include references to other recent
research.

A recurrent theme is that we need to consider both Pān. i-
ni’s generative approach and modern approaches, whether gen-
erative or traditional-philological, and that, likewise, we need to
keep in mind both the empirical information conveyed by Pān. i-
ni’s speaker-knowledge based grammar and the empirical data un-
earthed by western philological approaches. The latter issue is
especially relevant, since as Deshpande (1983) suggested, Pān. ini’s
location on the northwestern periphery of the Sanskrit-speaking
world of his time may account for certain differences between the
syntactic structures predicted by his grammar and those found in
the tradition of Madhyadeśa; see also Hock 1981, 2012b.

3.1 Free Word Order and related issues

It is well known that Sanskrit (like other early Indo-European lan-
guages) exhibits a remarkable degree of free word order — not just
free phrase order. In this section I discuss two major formal ap-
proaches to this phenomenon. Schäufele (1990, 1991a,b) follows
the major tradition of modern western scholarship (e.g. Delbrück
1878, 1888; Speijer 1886, 1896; Lahiri 1933) in assuming a basic
word and phrase order of the SOV type, with various movement
processes accounting for ‘marked’ orderings. The work of Gillon
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(1996) and Gillon and Shaer (2005) adopts and modifies Staal’s
(1967) notion of ‘wild trees’, i.e. trees without phrase-internal
linear ordering. Neither approach adopts the possible alternative
of assuming complete non-configurationality along the lines sug-
gested for other languages by Farmer (1980), and Ken Hale (1975,
1983).

Schäufele’s most important findings are the following (1990:
61–63, 84):

• In the majority of cases, phrases are continuous and exhibit
all the features normally associated with hierarchical struc-
ture. This is something that children learning the language
would have to account for in their grammar, and it would
discourage them from positing a completely flat structure.

• Similarly, in the majority of cases, phrases are head-final,
although for PPs head-finality is only a statistical tendency
in Vedic. While Schäufele does not pursue this issue ex-
plicitly, the dominant head-finality too can be argued to be
something that children learning the language would have to
account for in their grammar.

• In PPs the adposition normally remains next to at least part
of its complement if there is movement. This, again, sup-
ports the assumption of hierarchical, rather than flat phrase
structure. Schäufele (1990: 85) cites the examples in (1).
Further examples can be found in the classical language; (2).
Interestingly, Bolkestein (2001) and Snijders (2012) note the
same phenomenon in Latin.

• Movement of individual words or combinations of words, as
in (3),1 is made possible through a process of ‘liberation’ or
‘node erasure’ (see Pullum 1982, Ross 1967: 50–54 (1986)).

1These examples come from my collections.
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(1) a. .~ta;vE�a :pu!a:=+a :pa;a;ya;R!a;
a;d;ndÒ ! +ma;�îå� H
stávai pur´̄a p´̄aryād ı́ndram áhnah. (R

˚
V. 3.32.14b)

‘I shall praise Indra before the fateful day.’

b. O;;ta;Ea va;a º! :(õ;Ma ma;
a;h;ma;!a;na;a;va;�a;B!a;taH .s!a;}ba;BUa;va;tua:=,
etau vā a

¯
śvaṁ mahimā

¯
nāv abhi

¯
tah. sa

¯
mbabhūvatur (ŚB.

10.6.4.1)
‘These two jars appeared around = on both sides of the
horse.’ (S’s translation; my transcription)

(2) º;a .sa;mua;dÒ +a:�ua ;vEa :pUa;va;Ra;d;a .sa;mua;dÒ +a:�ua :pa;a;(ãÉa;ma;a;t,a Á
ta;ya;ea;=e +va;a;nta:=M ;�a;ga;ya;eRa:=+a;ya;Ra;va;t a ;
a;va;du ;bRua;Da;aH Á Á

ā samudrāt tu vai pūrvād ā samudrāt tu paścimāt.
tayor eva + antaraṁ giryor āryāvartaṁ vidur budhāh. .. (Ma-
nu 2.22)
‘Wise people know (that) Āryāvarta (extends) from the east-
ern sea to the western sea, (and) between these two moun-
tains (the himalayas and the vindhyas).’

(3) a. O;;ta;!a;}vea;vE!a;S!a O;;t!a;smEa ;
a;v!a;S¾ua;yRa;¼a;ea ;
a;v!a;kÒ +:a;�////�a;ntMa ;
a;v!a;kÒ +:ma;tea
etā

¯
mi v eva

¯
+ es. a

¯ j eta
¯

smai vi
¯
s. n. ur j yajño vi

¯
krāntiṁi vi

¯
kra-

mate (ŚB. 1.1.2.13)
‘This Vis.n. u, the sacrifice, steps this (world-conquering
three-fold) stepping for him (the sacrificer).’

b. .tea;Sa;Mai B�a;a;ma;ea ma;h;a;ba;a;hu H :pa;a;�a;TRa;va;a;na;Mai ma;h;a;tma;na;a;m,a Á
ya;Ta;a;h º;k+.=+ea;tpUa:ja;Ma . . .
tes. āṁi bhı̄mo mahābāhuh. pārthivānāṁi mahātmanām.
yathārhaṁ akarot pūjāṁ . . . (Nala 2.11; MBh. 3.51.10
*215)
‘Strong-armed Bhı̄ma honored these noble rulers appro-
priately . . . ’
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Schäufele’s approach contrasts with that of Staal and Gillon.
Staal starts with the claim that the Indian grammatical tradition,
being silent on the issue, assumed that there are no rules for word
order (360) and he goes on to argue for a (modern) generative ac-
count operating with ‘wild trees’, i.e. trees without phrase-internal
linear ordering.

Gillon (1996) adopts and modifies Staal’s (1967) notion of
wild trees, providing empirical support from two corpora — the
prose examples in Apte 1885 and 1,500 sentences from Dharma-
kı̄rti’s autocommentary on the Pramān. avārttika. See also Gillon
and Shaer 2005. The following discussion is based on the latter
publication.

Like Staal, as well as Schäufele, Gillon and Shaer accept the
need for phrases, rather than a completely flat structure. Unlike
Schäufele, they assume that there is no linear order within phrases.
Moreover, they argue against a VP, instead postulating the flat
clause structure in (4), without linear order. Further, they (2005:
468) claim that ‘. . . the strategy of deriving less common word or-
ders with specialized information packaging functions from more
basic syntactic structures . . . seems to us less plausible than ones
consistent with the “wild tree” claim.’ The paper (2005: 480–85)
concludes with a section on ‘Some remaining puzzles’.

(4) S→ V, NPS, NPO

In support for the assumption of flat phrase-internal structures,
such as (4), they claim that their corpora exhibit both left- and
right-headed phrases and that therefore there is no evidence for
phrasal headedness (2005: 470). In addition, they accept move-
ment processes that extract elements out of phrases and place them
in left- or right-peripheral position within the clause (2005: 475–
80).

Certain features are shared between Schäufele’s and Gillon’s
approaches — the acceptance of phrases, rather than completely
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flat structures, and the fact that movement processes can extract
and move elements out of phrases. For the purposes of computa-
tional text analysis, therefore, there may be no significant differ-
ence.

From the perspective of linguistic theory, however, the two ap-
proaches differ considerably, and it is Schäufele’s approach that
provides the better insights. His account of Sanskrit is completely
compatible with the linguistic typology of SOV languages, with
head-finality at all phrasal levels. In fact, Sanskrit also conforms
to SOV typology in its complex syntax, by making extensive use of
non-finite subordination as well as of relative-correlative construc-
tions; Hock 1989a, 2005, 2014. Under the Staal-Gillon approach
these typological characteristics would be epiphenomenal at best.

Now, it is true that Pān. ini has no rules comparable to western
generalizations about word or phrase order. But Pān. ini also has no
rules comparable to western generalizations about phrases, such
as NP, VP, PP. True, there are rules regarding kārakas and their
realizations, but these do not address issues such as complex NPs
with genitive modifiers. There is also the notion samānādhikara-
n. a, but this presumably holds not only for agreement within NPs
but also relates surface subject NPs to their verbs (A. 1.4.104–107)
and must be assumed to hold also for agreement between subjects
(kartr

˚
s) and predicate nouns or adjectives (see 3.3 below for dis-

cussion). Even the notion ‘sentence’ is a murky issue in the Pān. i-
nian tradition; see e.g. Cardona 1976: 223–24, Deshpande 1991,
as well as Hock Forthcoming(b): §6. In all of these respects, and
not only as regards word order, the Indian grammatical tradition
and modern generative approaches are orthogonal.

It is also true that Sanskrit offers frequent examples with non-
final heads. But there are considerable differences between differ-
ent texts. Consider major constituent order. As noted in Hock
1984, while in mantra Vedic and Kālidāsa’s dramatic dialogue
verb-final structures amount to only about 65%, in Vedic prose
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they are about 97% (see also Hock 1997). A similarly high ratio
of verb-final structures is found in Patañjali’s Mahābhās. ya; see the
statistics in (5). Claims about headedness — and any other aspects
of syntax — must therefore be based on a large variety of different
genres, not just on the two corpora examined by Gillon. And as
the evidence just cited shows, genres that do not make any claims
to stylistic or literary elegance are characterized by heavy predom-
inance of head-final constituent order; in fact, even in other genres
verb-finality runs to about 65%. The ‘wild tree’ assumption that
phrases, including the sentence (S), have no internal order fails to
capture these facts.

(5) Word order in Patañjali’s Mahābhās. ya

a. Paspaśā (Kielhorn-Abhyankar 1.1.1–1.3.5)2

V-final: 35
V-initial: Not found in the sample
V + O in the formula . . . adhyeyaṁ vyākaran. am: 73

śak + (O) + infinitive: 2

b. Śivasūtras (Kielhorn-Abhyankar 1.15.2–1.16.18)
V-final: 40
V-initial (including after linker, such as tena): 5
V + O/Pred: 3
V + Other: 3
V + [ ] iti: 8

3.2 Relative-correlatives

As in the case of word order, Pān. ini has remarkably little to say
about the syntax of Sanskrit relativization. The closest he comes

2Vedic and other traditional citations are ignored. Gerundives and ta-
participles used as main verbs are included.

3Contrast the formulaic use of the gerundive with the ordinary one in laghva-
rthaṁ cādhyeyaṁ vyākaran. am. brāhman. enāvaśyaṁ śabdā jñeyā iti.
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is in three sūtras (A. 3.3.139–140 and 3.3.156) that address the is-
sue of modality in conditional structures which, as is well known,
involve an adverbial form of the relative pronoun (yadi) or the par-
ticle ced.

At least from the time of Speijer (1886, 1896) and Delbrück
(1888), western scholarship has recognized that Sanskrit relative
structures consist of a relative clause, containing a relative pro-
noun, and a main clause, containing a correlative pronoun and that
the relative clause is not inserted into the main clause.4 Speijer
(1886: 349, 1896: 349) refers to the relationship as one between
a protasis and an apodosis. Minard (1936) introduces the term
‘diptych’ for the construction which in typological and theoretical
literature is now commonly referred to as ‘relative-correlative’.

The syntactic account of Sanskrit and other, similar relative-
correlative constructions is further refined in the 1970s and 1980s
by arguments that the relative clause is base-generated as AD-
JOINED to the main or correlative clause; see e.g. Andrews
1975 (1985), Ken K. Hale 1975, Dasgupta 1980, Keenan 1985,
Lehmann 1984, Srivastav 1988.

Based on a broad range of evidence, Hock (1989a) goes one
step further and argues that relative clauses are syntactically CON-
JOINED to their correlative clauses. While some of that evidence
appears to be restricted to Vedic, other evidence is also found in
post-Vedic. The nature of that evidence is, I believe, such that
both those working in formal syntax and those working on com-
putational analyses will find it interesting and challenging.

First, in some cases there is no clear relationship between the
relative pronoun (or phrase) of the relative clause and the correl-
ative pronoun (or phrase) of the main clause; see (6), where an

4Speijer (1886: 349) hedges on this issue by stating that preposing of the rel-
ative clause before the main clause is ‘much more used than inserting the relative
sentence in the main one’.
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example similar to (6a) was brought to my attention in 1989 by
Kiparsky 1995, and (6c) by James Fitzgerald (March 2006). Struc-
tures of this sort are typically best rendered as conditionals.

(6) a. ya I� +.ndÒ ! ya;t�a;ya;~tva;!a Bxa;g�a;va;e!a yea ..c�a tua;�u ! ;vuaH Á ma;m!a I+.d�u ;g{a (rua;D�a;!a h;v�a;m,a
yá indra yátayas tvā bhŕ

˚
gavo yé ca tus. t.uvúh. . máma ı́d u-

gra śrudhı̄ hávam (R
˚

V. 8.6.18)
‘Which Yatis, O Indra, (have praised) you, and which Bhr

˚
-

gus have praised you, powerful Indra, nevertheless hear
MY call.’
≈ ‘Even if the Yatis and Bhr

˚
gus have praised you, power-

ful Indra, nevertheless hear MY call.’

b. ya;a;sa;Ma na;a;d;d;tea Zua;�kM ¼a;a;ta;ya;ea na .sa ;
a;va;kÒ +:yaH
yāsāṁ nādadate śulkaṁ jñātayo na sa vikrayah. (Manu
3.45)
‘Of which (women) the relatives do not appropriate the
(bride) price, that is not a sale.’
≈ ‘If the relatives do not appropriate . . . ’

c. ya;(ãÉa;na;ea;�+:ea ;
a;h ;�a;na;deR ;ZaH ;�///�a;~:�a;ya;a mEa;Tua;na;txa;�a;yea Á
ta;~ya;a;sma;a:=+ya;ta;ea v.ya;�+:ma;Da;ma;eRa na;a:�a .sMa;Za;yaH Á Á
yaś canokto hi nirdeśah. striyā maithunatr

˚
ptaye;

tasyāsmārayato vyaktam adharmo nātra saṁśayah. -
. (MBh. 12.258.38)
‘Which instruction to gratify one’s wife sexually is not
heard, of him who does not remember (this) it is clearly,
no doubt, a breach of duty.’
‘Though there is no requirement to satisfy one’s wife sex-
ually, if a man does not remember this it is clearly a seri-
ous infraction.’

Secondly, there are some examples in which the relative clause
exhibits properties normally only associated with independent
main clauses, namely interrogation and imperative modality (7).
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(7) a. Z!a;ya;Ra;ta;ea h va;!a IR +»a;M!a;.ca;kÒe ya;�//�a;tk+:m!a;k+.=M t!a;sma;a;
a;d;d;ma;!a;pa;d� ;!a;�a;ta
śa
¯

ryāto ha vā
¯

ı̄ks. ā
¯

ṁcakre [yat kim a
¯

karaṁ]RC [ta
¯

smād i-
dam ā

¯
padi]CC + i

¯
ti (ŚB. 4.1.5.4)

‘Śaryāta thought, “Because I have done what?, therefore I
have gotten into this.”’
≈ ‘. . . “What have I done to get into this?”’
(Thus also ŚB. 1.7.3.19; a similar structure with kva
‘where’ at ŚB. 5.1.3.13)

b. tya:jea :pra;a;¾a;a;�Ea;va d;dùÅ;a;Ma k+:pa;ea;tMa .sa;Ea;}ya;ea hùÅ:a;yMa ;
a;kM na .ja;a;na;a;�a;sa . . . Á
ya;Ta;a :ëÐÅÉì*:e +:ZMa ma;a ku +.�+:Svea;h . . . na;a;hM k+:pa;ea;ta;ma;pRa;�a;ya;Syea k+:TMa;�a;.ca;t,a
tyaje prān. ān naiva dadyāṁ kapotaṁ
saumyo hy ayaṁ kiṁ na jānāsi . . . .
[yathā kleśaṁ mā kurus. va + iha . . . ]RC

[nāhaṁ kapotam arpayis. ye kathaṁcit]CC (MBh. 3, App.
21/5.82)
‘I abandon my life, but I may not at all give the dove;
for he is gentle, don’t you know. . . ? So that “don’t you
make” trouble here ! . . . , I will not hand over the dove in
any way.’
≈ ‘. . . so that you don’t make trouble here . . . ’

Most important, example (8) shows clearly that the relative
clause must be CONJOINED to the two main clauses. It is simply
impossible for the same clause to be simultaneously ADJOINED

to two different clauses; and deriving the relative clause from an
underlying center-embedded postnominal position would be pre-
posterous — how can a single clause be simultaneously embedded
under two different NPs, in two different clauses? In Hock 1989a
I therefore propose to conceive of the relation between the relative
clause and the two correlative clauses as in Table 1. The formalism
is, of course, antiquated, but the syntactic relation must be some-
thing along these lines. (Davison 2009 proposes CP adjunction for
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S S

S S
′

S

CP CC RP RC CP CC

Table 1
Hock’s (1989a) account for example (8)

structures in which the relative clause precedes, in contrast to IP
adjunction, which stands for the traditional adjunct analysis.)

(8) .sa;a ;vEa ;dE! ;v�a;a va;a;gy!a;ya;a y!a;dùÅ;a;de ;va v!a;d;�a;ta t!a:�a;;�ÂåÅ +va;�a;ta
[sāi vai dai

¯
vı̄ vāg]CC

[ya
¯

yāi ya
¯

d yad j eva va
¯

dati]RC

[ta
¯

t tad j bhavati]CC (BAU. 1.3.27)
‘Thati is divine Speech by whichi whatever j one speaks, that j

comes about.’
≈ ‘Whatever one speaks by means of divine Speech comes
about.’

3.3 Some issues of agreement

Pān. ini addresses some issues of agreement, in two places. One is
the ekaśes.a sūtras which address the issue of gender resolution un-
der the specific circumstance of one word taking the place of two
conjoined ones (A. 1.2.64–73); the other are the sūtras governing
person agreement between surface subjects (kartr

˚
s or karmans) and

the la-kāra of the verb (1.4.104–107). But many aspects of agree-
ment are not covered, except perhaps implicitly under the notion
of samānādhikaran. a ‘coreference’.
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In this section I map out some issues of Sanskrit agreement
that I believe should be of interest, especially to linguists working
on computational analyses of Sanskrit syntax.

A fairly straightforward issue is the question of gender agree-
ment with mixed-gender conjunct antecedents, where two differ-
ent strategies can be observed. One is agreement with the nearest
conjunct, as in (9); the other is gender resolution as in (10).

(9) k+:a;�////�a;nta;ma;t�a;a .=+a:$ya;�a;ma;dM ma;ma ..ca .j�a;a;
a;va;ta;ma;pya;dùÅ;a;pra;Bxa;�a;ta tva;d;D�a;a;na;m,a
kāntimatı̄ rājyam idaṁ mama ca jı̄vitam apy adyaprabhr

˚
ti

tvadadhı̄nam (Daś. 135)
‘Kāntimatı̄ [f.sg.], and this kingdom [n.sg.], and also my life
[n.sg.] [is] from today under your control [n.sg.].’

(10) a. .sa;e!a Y;��a:(õ;!a;na;Ea ..ca .s!a:=+~va;t�a;Ma ..ca;e!a;pa;!a;Da;!a;va;.cCe +.pa;!a;na;e!a Y;�/////////�a;sma n!a;mua;.ca;yea
. . . (I+.t,aI).. .tea Y;b.rua;va;n,a . . .
so
¯

’śvi
¯
nau ca sa

¯
rasvatı̄ṁ co

¯
pā
¯

dhā
¯

vac chepā
¯

no
¯

’smi na
¯

mu-
caye . . . (iti).. te ’bruvan . . . (ŚB. 12.7.3.1–2)
‘He (Indra) went to the Aśvins [m.du.] and Sarasva-
tı̄ [f.sg.], (saying) “I have sworn to Namuci . . . ” They
[m.pl.] said . . . ’

b. mxa;dM ga;Ma ;dE ;va;tMa ;
a;va;prMa ;Gxa;tMa ma;Dua ..ca;tua;Spa;Ta;m,a Á :pra;d;a:»a;¾a;a;�a;na ku +:v�a;Ra;ta
mr
˚

daṁ gāṁ daivataṁ vipraṁ ghr
˚

taṁ madhu catus. patha-
m. pradaks. in. āni kurvı̄ta (Manu 4.39)
‘He should keep on his right a lump of earth, a cow, an
idol, a brahmin, ghee, honey, and a crossroads [n.pl.].’

As I show in Hock 2012a, Speijer’s analysis for post-Vedic
Sanskrit gender resolution (1886: 19–20), going back to Borooah
(1879), best accounts for the Vedic evidence: In the case of mixed-
gender antecedents that are entirely human (or animate), gender
resolution is in favor of the masculine; in all other cases, includ-
ing cases like (10b), where non-human/inanimate and human an-
tecedents are mixed, the result is neuter, except that in Vedic texts
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some inanimate, but sacred antecedents such as the sun, the earth,
or the sky may be treated as animate/human.

In the case of nearest-conjunct agreement, there is the a pri-
ori possibility that a modifier to the left may show agreement with
the left conjunct, and one to the right with the right conjunct; see
Arnold, Sadler, and Villavicencio 2007 for Portuguese and John-
son 2008 for Latin. As it turns out, an example of this ‘mirror-
image’ agreement can also be found in Sanskrit (11). It remains
to be seen whether this kind of agreement occurs more frequently,
and whether it does so in post-Vedic.

(11) v.ya;a;m!a;ma;a:�a;E�a :p!a:»a;Ea ..c�a :pua;CM� ..ca Ba;va;�a;ta
vyāmam´̄atrau paks. aú ca púchaṁ ca bhavati (TS. 5.2.5.1)
‘the two wings [m.du.] and the tail [n.sg.] are (lit. is [sg.3])
measuring-a-fathom [m.du.].’

While with the exception of the ‘mirror-image’ agreement, the
phenomena discussed so far are rather mundane, another type of
agreement presents greater challenges. This is what may be called
‘upside-down’ agreement.

The best-known variety of this agreement is widespread in
Vedic prose, as in (12), but is also found in the later language. This
is the fact that pronoun subjects normally adopt the agreement fea-
tures of their predicates, rather than the other way around. As far
as I can tell, this usage was first introduced into the discussion
of Sanskrit syntax by Speijer (1886: 18). The feminine singular
marking on sā in example (12) shows that at least in Vedic prose
this pattern of agreement is clause-bound, and that structures of
this kind do not exhibit cross-clausal anaphoric gender agreement
(which would have required nominative masculine te).

(12) yea tua;Sa;aH .sa;a tva;g,a
ye tus. āh. sā tvag (AB. 1.22.14)
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‘What (masc.) are the shells (masc.) that (fem.) is the skin
(fem.).’

As it turns out, ‘upside-down’ agreement must also be pos-
tulated for locative (and genitive) absolute constructions, such as
(13); see Hock 2009a.

(13) a. vxa;tea tua .nEa;Sa;Dea BEa;}ya;a l+.ea;k+:pa;a;l+.a . . . na;l+.a;ya;a;�;Ea va:=+a;nd;du H
vr
˚

te tu nais. adhe bhaimyā lokapālā . . . nalāyās. t.au varān
daduh. (Nala 5.33; MBh. 3.54.28)
‘The Nis.adhan having been chosen by Bhaimı̄, the world
rulers gave Nala eight boons.’

b. .tea;Sua ga;.cC+.tsua va;yMa .~Ta;a;~ya;a;maH
tes. u gacchatsu vayaṁ sthāsyāmah.
‘With them having gone, we will stay.’

c. ga;nta;v.yea na ;�a;.ca:=M .~Ta;a;tua;�a;ma;h Za;k�+.a;m,a
gantavye na ciraṁ sthātum iha śakyam
(MBh. 1.150.4, Speijer 1886: 286)5

‘As/since we have to go, it is not possible to stay here for
long.’
Lit. ‘(It) having to be gone, it is not possible to stay here
for long.’

d. ga;ntMua ;�a;na;a;(ãÉa;ta;.cea;ta;�a;sa ;
a;pra;ya;ta;mea .sa;veRa .sa;mMa :pra;�//////�a;~Ta;ta;a
ga;nta;v.yea .sa;�a;ta .j�a;a;
a;va;ta;
a;pra;ya;sua;&+.tsa;a;TRaH ;
a;k+:mua tya:$ya;tea Á
gantuṁ niścitacetasi priyatame sarve samaṁ prasthitā
gantavye sati jı̄vitapriyasuhr

˚
t sārthah. kim u tyajyate.

(Subhās. itaratnakos. a 1151)
‘Together all set out to go to the determined-minded dear-
est one. (It) having to be gone, how is the dear friend of
one’s life, having the same goal, getting left behind?’

5The Critical Edition instead has gantavyaṁ na ciraṁ sthātum iha śakyam
(MBh. 1.142.21)
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The nearest analogue for analyzing such constructions would
be that of nominalization, which embeds a subordinate proposition
into a matrix clause by means of a nominal form of the verb, whose
case marking signals the status of that proposition within the ma-
trix clause. See Yoon 1996 for an analysis of such structures.

The major difference between ‘ordinary’ nominalizations and
structures of the type (13) is that the latter involve an adjectival
form, rather than a purely nominal one, a form which therefore
must be supplied with gender and number features, in addition to
the locative that signals the function of the construction within the
matrix clause. Note that in the synchronic grammar of Sanskrit
the locative case has to be assigned to the participle, not to its un-
derlying subject, because of the fact that locative participial case
marking is not restricted to structures in which the participle has
a subject to agree with such as (13ab), but is also found in imper-
sonal, subject-less structures like (13cd).

Note further that under this analysis, the subject of the par-
ticiple, if any, is not in a position governed by a verb that could
assign case to it; the only features that the syntax can assign to it
are gender and number.

A possible way to account for the fact that the participle nev-
ertheless gets gender and number features agreeing with its under-
lying subject, and that the subject, in turn, receives case, lies in
adopting the approach of the post-syntactic ‘distributed morphol-
ogy’ of Halle and Marantz 1993. As illustrated in Table 2, in this
analysis the syntactic output only has the abstract features plural
masculine for the underlying subject of the locative absolute, and
locative for the participle. The rest of the features need to be filled
in by the Morphology. The gender and number features of the
participle are filled in by ‘normal’ agreement control, but the case
feature of the subject is supplied by ‘upside-down’ agreement from
the participle. (In impersonal structures like (13cd), the participle
receives the usual neuter singular default features.)
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Syntactic Output tad gacchat vayaṁ sthāsyāmah.
[pl.m.] [loc.]

Morphology: Input tad-Ø gacchat-Ø vayaṁ sthāsyāmah.
[pl.m.] [loc.]

Coreference tad-Ø gacchat-su vayaṁ sthāsyāmah.
[pl.m.]

<<
[loc.pl.m.]

Upside-down te-s. u gacchat-su vayaṁ sthāsyāmah.
[loc.pl.m.] [loc.pl.m.]
]]

Table 2
Locative absolute

with ‘normal’ and ‘upside-down’ agreement

This analysis is similar in spirit to that of Pān. ini’s account for
the locative absolute, which assigns locative case to the form ex-
pressing the subordinate verbal action (bhāva), rather than to a
nominal constituent (14). However, Pān. ini’s focus, if I understand
it correctly, is on the (implicit) subject of the participial structure.
The fact that structures such as (13cd), without subject, also have
locative, expressed only on the verb and with the usual default
neuter singular agreement, shows that case assignment has to be
on the participle first and then percolates from the participle to
the subject, if any. (Although Pān. ini does not provide an explicit
account for the locative case marking on the agent of a locative ab-
solute construction, we can infer that he would do so in the same
manner as for any other cases of agreement, namely under coref-
erence (samānādhikaran. atva).)

(14) ya;~ya ..ca Ba;a;vea;na Ba;a;va;l+»a;¾a;m,a
yasya ca bhāvena bhāvalaks. an. am (A. 3.2.37)
‘the locative ending (is) also introduced (after an element) on
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account of whose action (there is) qualification of (another)
action.’6

3.4 Converbs, reflexives, oblique subjects, and syntactic
bracketing

In discussions of modern South Asian syntax, converbs (variously
referred to as absolutives, conjunctive participles, gerunds, and the
like), combined with reflexivization and word order, play a signif-
icant role as criteria that determine whether non-nominative con-
stituents can be considered to be subjects or not. See for instance
the various contributions to Verma and Mohanan 1990.

Of the three features converbs, reflexivization and word order,
only the syntax of converbs is addressed in the Pān. inian tradition.
The discussion in Speijer’s Syntax, however, suggests that reflex-
ives exhibit a similar syntactic behavior to converbs (1886: 200
and 297–298). More comprehensive discussions, which include
not only converbs and reflexives, but also word order, are Hock
1986, 1990, 1991a (with references). This section surveys the ma-
jor issues and findings.

Pān. ini’s account for the syntax of the converb (ktvā)7 is well
known (15), and its provision that ktvā requires identity of kartr

˚
s,

i.e. underlying subjects, is well motivated. The dominant pat-
tern, at least for post-mantra-Vedic,8 is that this provision holds

6A priori yasya could refer to the agent of the action bhāva, or to the word
expressing the action. The latter is the usual interpretation and is made explicit
in the Kāśikā Vr

˚
tti: yasya ca kriyayā kriyāntaraṁ laks. yate tato bhāvavatah. sa-

ptamı̄ vibhaktir bhavati ‘locative case is also (used) after a word characterizing
an action (bhāvavat) by whose action another action is characterized’. Joshi and
Roodbergen (1980: 87–88) interpret bhāva as ‘state’, distinguishing it from kriyā
‘action’. However, Cardona (1976: 197) (w. ref.) notes that both terms are used
to refer to actions.

7Here as elsewhere ktvā also stands for its replacement lyap.
8For the mantras, Hock (1982b, 1986, 1987, 1990, 1991a) finds some (lim-

ited) evidence for surface subject, rather than underlying subject (kartr
˚

) control
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not only for active structures, where underlying and surface sub-
ject are identical, but also for passive or passive-like structures,
where they are not. See Hock 1986 for discussion.

(15) .sa;ma;a;na;k+:tRxa;k+:ya;eaH :pUa;vRa;k+:a;le
samānakartr

˚
kayoh. pūrvakāle (A. 3.4.21)

‘(ktvā) is introduced under the condition of identity of kartr
˚

s
in reference to prior time’

The syntax of reflexives is not covered in the Pān. inian tradi-
tion, and most western discussions focus on Vedic and/or its Indo-
European origins; see Vine 1997; Hock 2006; Kulikov 2007 for
recent discussions. In his coverage of reflexives, Speijer (1886:
200) notes similar conditions for the use of reflexives as for that
of converbs (1886: 297–98), without however trying to link the
two phenomena. In a series of papers (Hock 1982b, 1986, 1987,
1990, 1991a), I have shown that, just like converbs, reflexives are
controlled by kartr

˚
s, i.e. underlying, rather than surface subjects.

Moreover, in the same publications I have shown that word order,
too, is sensitive to the notion kartr

˚
, rather than surface subject.

Examples for kartr
˚

control of converbs and reflexivization
abound; see e.g. (16), (17), and (18) which focus on instrumental-
marked kartr

˚
s. Note especially (18), which has both converb and

reflexive control.

(16) ta;ta;~ta;ma;a;ya;a;ntMa dx ;�õÅ ;a :pa;a:»a;Za;a;va;kE +.=, . . .k+:ea;l+.a;h;lH kx +:taH
tatas tam āyāntaṁ dr

˚
s. t.vā paks. iśāvakair . . . kolāhalah. kr

˚
tah.

(Hit. 1.4)
‘Then, upon seeing him coming, the young birds made a
racket.’

of converbs in passives and passive-like structures, and somewhat more robust
evidence as regards word order and reflexive control. Zakharyin (1998) questions
this finding, but his discussion only focuses on converbs and does not address the
broader evidence of word order and reflexivization.
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(17) .~vea;Sua .~Ta;a;nea;Sva;va;
a;h;tEa;BRa;
a;va;ta;v.yMa Ba;va;a;;�ÂåÅ H
sves. u sthānes. v avahitair bhavitavyaṁ bhavadbhih. (Vikram.
1, p. 2; Speijer 1886: 199)
‘Your lordships must be attentive on your own seats.’

(18) º;Ta .tea;na tMa Za:�Mua ma;tva;a;tma;a;nMa ta;~ya;ea;pa;�a:= :pra;a:»a;pya :pra;a;¾a;aH :pa;�a:=+tya;�+:aH
atha tena taṁ śatruṁ matvā + ātmānaṁ tasyopari praks. i-
pya prān. āh. parityaktāh.
(Pañc. 70;Speijer 1886: 297)
‘Then he1, considering him2 an enemy, threw himself1 on top
of him2 and gave up his1 ghost.’

Although converb and reflexive control by the kartr
˚

(whether
nominative or instrumental) is the most common pattern in San-
skrit, there are examples where other constituents — or no con-
stituents in the same clause — seem to exert control. See the
examples in (19)–(25) which focus on converb control, with the
exception of (24c) which shows that genitive-marked NPs also can
control reflexives.

(19) a. º;lM ;
a;va;Sa;a;de ;na ;
a;ba;lM :pra;
a;va;Zya Á va;sa;a;ma .sa;veRa ya;
a;d .=+ea;.ca;tea vaH
alaṁ vis. ādena bilaṁ praviśya (.) vasāma sarve yadi ro-
cate vah. (Rām. 4.52.31)
‘Enough of entering the cave in despondency. All of us
are staying if it pleases you.’

b. º;pra;a;pya na;d� ;Ma :pa;vRa;taH ;�//////�a;~Ta;taH
aprāpya nadı̄ṁ parvatah. sthitah. (Kāś. on A. 3.4.20)
‘Not having reached the river (i.e. on this side of the river)
stands the mountain.’

(20) º;ea! ;Sa;D�a;a:jRa;gDva;!a;p!aH :p�a;a;tva;a t!a;ta O;;Sa .=! +saH .sM!a;Ba;va;�a;ta
o
¯

s. adhı̄r jagdhvā
¯

+ apa
¯

h. pı̄tvā ta
¯

ta es. a ra
¯

sah. sa
¯

ṁbhavati
(ŚB. 1.3.1.24)
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‘(The animals/somebody) having eaten the plants, having
drunk the waters, from that arises this essence.’

(21) a. º;a;�a;ta;Tye!a;na ;vE!a :de ;va;!a I+.�õÅ ;!a ta;!a;ntsa;m!a;d;
a;va;nd;t,a
ātithye

¯
na vai

¯
devā

¯
is. t.vā

¯
tā
¯

n t-sama
¯

d avindat (ŚB. 3.4.2.1)
‘The Gods having sacrificed with the guest-offering —
discord befell them.’

b. tM!a ;hE ;nMa dx ;�õÅ ;a B�a;!a;
a;vRa;vea;d
ta
¯

ṁ hainaṁ dr
˚

s. t.vā bhı̄
¯
r viveda (ŚB. 11.6.1.7)

‘Having seen him (i.e. someone else), fear befell him.’

(22) a. (rua;tva;a ;�//�a;tva;d;mua;pa;a;K.ya;a;na;m,a . . .º;nya;�a .=+ea;.ca;tea [ta;smEa]
śrutvā tv idam upākhyānam . . . anyan na rocate [tasmai]
(MBh. 1.2.236)
‘(He) having heard this story, another (story) does not
please him/he does not like another (story).’

b. ;
a;dõ :ja ;�a;sa;pra;a;na;d� ;Ma ga;tva;a tua;Bya;ma;hM ma:n:�Ma d;a;~ya;a;�a;ma
dvija siprānadı̄ṁ gatvā tubhyam ahaṁ mantraṁ dāsyāmi
(Vetalapañcaviṁśati, ed. Emeneau 92.20–21)
‘O brahmin, I will give a mantra to you, (you) having gone
to the river Siprānadı̄.’

(23) :pa;(ãÉa;a;dõE ! :pa:=� +!a;tya vx!a;Sa;a ya;e!a;Sa;a;m!a;�a;Da;dÒ +va;�a;ta

:pa;(ãÉa;!a;de ;vE!a;na;a;mea;t!a;tpa:=� +!a;tya vx!a;S¾a;a . . . (º! );�a;Da;dÒ +a;va;ya;�a;ta
paścād vai

¯
parı̄

¯
tya vr

˚̄
s. ā yo

¯
s. ām a

¯
dhidravati

paścā
¯

d evai
¯
nām eta

¯
t parı̄

¯
tya vr

˚̄
s. n. ā . . . (a

¯
)dhidrāvayati (ŚB.

1.9.2.24)
‘The bull mates with the female approaching her from be-
hind. He makes the bull mate with her, (the bull) having
approached her from behind.’

(24) a. h;tva;a vxa:�Ma ;
a;va;�a:ja;tya yua;Sma;a;�a;Ba;meRa Y;yMa .sa;h .sa;ea;ma;p�a;a;TaH
(h)atvā vr

˚
traṁ vijitya yus. mābhir me ’yaṁ saha somapı̄-
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tha(h. ) (KB. 15.2)
‘Having slain Vr

˚
tra, having conquered, this soma-

drinking with you is mine.’

b. .sua;=+:ïîåéa;a;tMa :pua:�+:SMa dx ;�õÅ ;a .~:��a;a;¾a;Ma ;
a;ëÐÅÉì*:+:dùÅ;a;�////�a;nta ya;ea;na;yaH
susnātaṁ purus. aṁ dr

˚
s. t.vā strı̄n. āṁ klidyanti yonayah.

(Vetālapañcaviṁśatikā, ed. Uhle 15.37–38)
‘Having seen a well-bathed/graduated man, women’s
vaginas get wet.’

c. .sa;a ;
a;h .~va;a .=+a:ja;Da;a;n�a;a
sā hi svā rājadhānı̄ (Kathās. 39.163)
‘for this is my (= the speaker’s) royal city’

(25) I+.tyea;va k+:a;le Zyea;nea;na;a;n�a;a;ya Ka;a;dùÅ;a;ma;a;na;~ya .sa;pRa;~ya ga:=+lM ta;�" +v.yea ;�a;na;pa-
;�a;ta;ta;m,a
ity eva kāle śyenena + ānı̄ya khādyamānasya sarpasya ga-
ralaṁ taddravye nipatitam
(Vetālapañcaviṁśati, ed. Emeneau 76.11–13)
‘At that very time, the venom of a snake being eaten by a
hawk, (the hawk) having carried it off, fell into his food.’

Faced with such a variety of different structures, some scholars
may opt for claiming that there is no purely syntactic criterion for
control and that any element that is somehow salient may serve as
controller. This is close to what Zakharyin (1998) proposes.

A heuristically and theoretically more interesting position is to
try to determine whether some or all of these ‘exceptional’ struc-
tures can be accounted for by additional generalizations.

This is, of course, what Pān. ini has done — for structures like
(19a) by means of A. 3.4.18 (see also A. 3.4.19) and for (19b) by
A. 3.4.20 — with A. 3.4.21 taking care of ‘elsewhere’. In both
cases we are probably dealing with some kind of grammaticaliza-
tion. The one in (19b) could be compared to later grammaticaliza-
tions such as adhikr

˚
tya ‘about’, ādāya ‘with’, ārabhya ‘(starting)
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from’ which likewise do not seem to be sensitive to control by any
particular constituent.

As far as (20) and (21a) are concerned, these seem to be pe-
culiarities of Vedic prose; see Delbrück 1888: 408. Hock (1987)
accounts for them under the notion ‘reduced-clause’ structures, a
phenomenon not limited to converbs but also found with partici-
ples.

Example (21a), however, could also be analyzed as compara-
ble to (21b) which, together with (22a), could be — and has been
— taken as equivalent to Modern Indo-Aryan oblique-experiencer-
subject constructions; see Hook 1976, 1984 for (22a), and Za-
kharyin 1998 more generally.

Structures of this sort, however, are extremely rare and, in the
aggregate, no more frequent than structures like (22b) in which a
non-experiencer indirect object controls the converb, or (23) where
the converb’s dependence on the causee of adhidrāvayati may be
dittological from the preceding non-causative construction with a-
dhidravati. At any rate, all of these structures are quite rare and
can be dismissed as occasional examples of ‘loose’ (or ‘sloppy’)
control.9

The examples in (24), by contrast, exemplify a much more
common pattern: control by genitive-marked possessor NPs. The
fact that examples of control by non-kartr

˚
s (in Pān. ini’s sense) are

especially common with genitive-marked NPs was already noted
by Speijer (1886: 298) who considered these NPs to be exemplars
of his ‘dative-like genitive’ category. Focusing on converb and re-
flexive control, as well as word order, I have argued (Hock 1990,
1991a) that Possessor NPs must be recognized as a highly produc-

9Interestingly, if structures like (21b) and (22a) were to be analyzed as
oblique-experiencer-subject constructions — or as forerunners of such construc-
tions — accusative-marked experiencers would seem to occur more frequently
than dative-marked ones. In Modern Indo-Aryan, it is dative-marking which pre-
vails. On the syntax of ruc see also Cardona 1990; Deshpande 1990.
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tive alternative to kartr
˚

control. (In his very different approach to
the syntax of R

˚
gvedic reflexive sva, Vine (1997) similarly finds

that genitive-marked NPs are the most common alternative to sub-
ject NP controllers.)

Finally, example (25) shows the need for being sensitive to
syntactic bracketing. The converb ānı̄ya is controlled by the kar-
tr
˚

(śyena) of the participial structure headed by khādyamāna, not
by the kartr

˚
(garala) of the matrix-clause verb nipatitam. See the

bracketing in (26). For further discussion see Hock 1986, 1987.10

(26) I+.tyea;va k+:a;le
Zyea;nea;na;a;n�a;a;ya Ka;a;dùÅ;a;ma;a;na;~ya
.sa;pRa;~ya ga:=+lM ta;�" +v.yea ;�a;na;pa;�a;ta;ta;m,a
[ity eva kāle
[śyenena + ānı̄ya khādyamānasya]
sarpasya garalam taddravye nipatitam]
(Vetālapañcaviṁśati, ed. Emeneau 76.11–13)
‘At that very time, the venom of a snake being eaten by a
hawk, (the hawk) having carried it off, fell into his food.’

While this phenomenon is not overtly addressed in the Pān. i-
nian tradition, there is nothing in that tradition that would prevent
it. Given that their suffixes replace la-kāras (A. 3.2.124, 3.4.70–
71), participles are allowed to have their own kartr

˚
s, and these kar-

tr
˚

s can control converbs (and reflexives) in their own domain.
Complications do however arise because participial structures

are normally integrated into their matrix clauses without being set
off by clear boundaries. As a consequence, in very similar struc-
tures, such as (27ab), both involving the participle form gacchan,

10Speijer (1886: 297–98) comes close to realizing the need for some kind
of bracketing by noting that [apparent] control by locative NPs is common in
locative absolute constructions. Vine (1997) similarly weighs the possibility that
some instances of apparent non-subject control of reflexives may be accounted
for by something like bracketing.
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it may be either the kartr
˚

of the entire sentence or that of the par-
ticipial structure that controls the converb. In fact, as (27c) shows,
it is possible for one converb to be controlled by one kartr

˚
, another

by the other.

(27) a. .sa ya;¼a;a;TeRa . . .C+.a;ga;mua;pa;kÒ
 +:a;ya . . . ga;.cC+.n,a
;DUa;tRa:�a;yea;¾a;a;va;l+.ea;
a;k+:taH
[sa yajñārthe . . . [chāgam upakrı̄ya . . . gacchan]
dhūrtatrayen. a + avalokitah. ]
(Hitopadeśa 43.5–6)
‘He, having bought a goat for the purpose of sacrifice . . . ,
(as he was) going was noticed by a trio of rogues.’

b. tMa :pua:�Ma d;ZRa;�a;ya;tva;a;nea;na ga;.cC+úêÁÁ*+;f;a;Da:=H .sa;ma;a;n�a;a;taH
[taṁ putraṁ darśayitvā + anena gacchañ jat.ādharah. sa-
mānı̄tah. ]
(Vetālapañcaviṁśati, ed. Emeneau 28. 5–6)
‘Having showed that boy to him he brought (back) the
mendicant (as he was) going.’

c. ta;a;�///�a;nva;�a:ja;tya ya;Ta;a;l+.ea;k+:ma;a;s�a;a;na;a;�a;na;ndÒ O;;tya;a;b.ra;v�a;a;t,a
[[tān vijitya yathālokam āsı̄nān]
indra etya + abravı̄t] (JB 1.156)
‘Indra, having come up, said to them, (who were) sitting
according to their own worlds, having won.’

3.5 Double Direct Object constructions and Causatives

In Pān. ini’s sūtras defining karman (28), A. 1.4.51 has met with
considerable problems of interpretation. The commentatorial tra-
dition agrees that it is intended to cover double-direct-object con-
structions such as (29), but how it does so does not seem to have
received a satisfactory explanation; see Deshpande 1987. The ev-
idence of the textual tradition makes it clear that either of the two
complements in these structures behaves like a true direct object,
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being promotable to surface subject — if it occurs by itself (30).
However, if both complements are present, only the more agen-
tive one can be promoted; (31). See Hock 1985, 2012c for further
discussion; see also Ostler 1979; Van de Walle 1992.

(28) a. k+:tRua:=� +a;�/////�a;psa;ta;ta;mMa k+:mRa Á ta;Ta;a;yua;�M ..ca;a;n�a;a;�/////�a;psa;ta;m,a
kartur ı̄psitatamam karma. tathāyuktaṁ cānı̄psitam (A.
1.4.49–50) ‘That which is most desired by the agent is ka-
rman, and also that which is not desired (but) linked (to
the action) in the same way;’

b. º;k+:�a;Ta;tMa ..ca
akathitaṁ ca (A. 1.4.51)
‘also what (is linked in the same way and) has not been as
yet specified;’ (?)

c. ga;�a;ta;bua;�a:;dÄâ ;pra;tya;va;sa;a;na;a;TRa;Za;b.d;k+:ma;Ra;k+:mRa;k+:a;¾a;a;ma;a;¾a;k+:ta;Ra .sa .¾a;Ea Á
&+.kÒ +:ea:=+nya;ta:=+~yaº;m,a
gatibuddhipratyavasānārthaśabdakarmākarmakān. ām a-
n. ikartā sa n. au. hr

˚
kror anyatarasyām (A. 1.4.52–53)

‘also the non-causative agent in the causative of roots
meaning ‘go’, ‘understand’, ‘consume’, ‘communicate’,
(and) intransitives, and (optionally) of hr

˚
and kr

˚
.’

(29) a. k+:d�u b.ra;vaH . . . nXa;n,a
kád u bravah. . . . n´̄r

˚
n (R

˚
V. 10.10.6) (SPEAK)

‘What will you say to the men?’

b. ta:�va;�a ya;a;�a;ma . . .
tát tvā yāmi . . . (R

˚
V. 1.24.11a) (ASK/ENTREAT)

‘. . . that I request from you.’

c. du ;du ;hò e! :pa;y�aH . . .³;
a;S�a;m,a
duduhre páyah. . . . ŕ

˚
s. im (R

˚
V. 9.54.1) (MILK)

‘They milked the milk (from) the sage.’
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d. :de! ;va;�a;n�a;sua-.=+aH y!a;¼�a;ma-.ja;ya>+.s,a
dev´̄an ásurāh. yajñám ajayaṁs (MS. 1.9.8) (WIN)
‘The asuras won the sacrifice (from) the gods.’

e. ya;d;m�ua;S¾�a;a;ta . . . :p!a;a;¾Ma ga;aH
yád ámus. n. ı̄ta . . . pan. ı́ṁ g´̄ah. (R

˚
V. 1.93.4) (ROB)

‘. . . when you robbed the cows (from) the miser.’

f. ta;a;nsa;h;~åò:Ma d;¾q+.yea;t,a
tān sahasraṁ dan. d. ayet (Manu 9.234) (PUNISH)
‘. . . he should fine/punish them (with) a thousand.’

(30) a. (º).~ya va;a;gua;
a;d;ta;a Ba;va;�a;ta
(a)sya vāg uditā bhavati (AB. 1.6.12) (SPEAK)
‘His speech is spoken.’
.sa :he ! ;ndÒ e +¾a;ea;�! º;a;sa
sa ha + i

¯
ndren. a + ukta

¯
āsa (ŚB. 14.1.1.19)

‘He was addressed by Indra.’

b. .=! +�a;ya;
a;vRa;B�Ua;�a;ta:=� +a;ya;tea . . .
rayı́r vı́bhūtir ı̄yate . . . (R

˚
V. 6.21.1) (ASK/ENTREAT)

‘Great wealth is implored.’
.=+a:ja;�a me!a;Da;a;�a;B�a:=, IR +.ya;tea
r ´̄ajā medh´̄abhir ı̄yate (R

˚
V. 9.65.16)

‘The king is implored with insight.’

c. . . . ;
a;pa;ba;tua du ! ;gDa;mM!a;Zua;m,a
. . . pibatu dugdhám aṁśúm (R

˚
V. 5.36.1) (MILK)

‘May he drink the milked (= expressed) soma.’11

du ! ;hùÅ:a;nte�a . . . ;De!a;na;va;e�a

11Hettrich (1994) cites dugdhó aṁśúh. (RV 3.36.6d), glossed as ‘der ausge-
molkene Stengel’, as an example of the source, rather than the substance NP
becoming the passive subject. However, the present example suggests that aṁśú
has become simply an epithet of soma, the ingestible substance produced in the
ritual.
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duhyánte . . . dhenávo (AV. 7.73.2)
‘The cows are being milked.’

d. .~v�a;mR!a:�+:tv�a;ta;a ;�a:j!a;ta;m,a
svàr marútvatā jitám (R

˚
V. 8.76.4) (WIN)

‘The sun has been conquered by (Indra) accompanied by
the Maruts.’
º;a;su!a:=� +a yu!a;Da;a ;�a:j!a;ta;a
āsur´̄ı yudh´̄a jit ´̄a (AV. 1.24.1)
‘The asura woman, defeated in battle.’

e. ne!a;dõe ;v!a na;çÉîå+;a! I+.va mua;
a;Sa;t!a I+.va Z!a;ya;a;ta;a I! +.ty,a . . .
ne
¯

d v eva
¯

nagna
¯

iva mus. ita
¯

iva śa
¯

yātā i
¯
ty . . . (ROB)

(ŚB. 1.2.2.16)
‘. . . lest he lie naked as it were, robbed as it were.’

(31) a. ;
a;va:ja;ya;mua;�+:~tEaH
vijayam uktas taih. (Kathās. 18.247) (SPEAK)
‘. . . (was) told (about) the victory by them.’

b. v!a;Za;a;�a;ma;ndÒ e� +¾a ya;a;�a;.c!a;taH
vaś ´̄am ı́ndren. a yācitáh. (AV. 12.4.50) (ASK/ENTREAT)
‘. . . asked by Indra for (his) cow’

c. . . . na;Ba;e�a du ;hùÅ:a;tea ;Gx!a;tMa :pa;y�aH
. . . nábho duhyate ghr

˚
táṁ páya(h. ) (R

˚
V. 9.74.4) (MILK)

‘The cloud is milked for ghee, milk.’12

d. . . . .sa;vRa:$ya;a;�a;nMa va;a .j�a;a;ya;tea
. . . sarvajyāniṁ vā jı̄yate (KS. 29.6) (WIN)
‘. . . or he is defeated a complete defeat.’

12Hettrich notes that the example is formally ambiguous, since both nábhah.
and ghr

˚
táṁ páyah. can be both nominative and accusative. The singular on the

verb and the initial placement of nábhah. favor an interpretation that nábhah. is the
subject; but agreement with the nearest ‘antecedent’ of the conjoined elements
ghr

˚
tám and páyah. is a possible alternative. Geldner takes ghr

˚
tám and páyah. to

be the subject.
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e. ;
a;h! ;mea;v�a :p!a;¾a;Ra m�ua;
a;S!a;ta;a va;na;�a;�a;na
himéva parn. ´̄a mus. it ´̄a vánāni (R

˚
V. 10.68.10) (ROB)

‘. . . like trees robbed of their leaves by winter’13

While this much is known, questions remain. First, it is not
clear why only certain verbs that are subcategorized for two com-
plements have double-direct-object constructions. Even more puz-
zling is why some verbs belonging to the semantic sets SPEAK,
ASK/ENTREAT, MILD, WIN, ROB fail to enter into double-direct-
object constructions. Consider kath which to my knowledge only
takes the addressee in the dative, or hr

˚
‘take away’ which takes the

ablative for the source person. Presumably, the verbs participat-
ing in the double-direct-object construction must be specifically
listed in the lexicon (together with alternative case markings, if
any; see Hock 1985. But this does not explain why many of the
verb classes exhibit similar behavior in other Indo-European lan-
guages; see Hock 2012c.

Problems of a different sort arise regarding A. 1.4.52–53 which
classifies the causees of certain verb classes as karman (optionally
for hr

˚
and kr

˚
) and leaves others as kartr

˚
s which, being anabhi-

hita, surface in the instrumental. As Speijer (1886: 36–37 with
reference) notes, a very different situation obtains in the classical
language, irrespective of verb class:

If one wants to say ‘he causes me to do something, it is
by his impulse I act’, there is room for the [accusative
causee], but if it be meant ‘he gets something done by

13As noted by Hettrich, formally this passage is ambiguous. However, the
context favors the interpretation given here: himéva parn. ´̄a mus. it ´̄a vánāni bŕ

˚
-

haspátinākr
˚

payad való g´̄ah. ‘Like the trees robbed of their leaves by winter, Vala
mourned for the cows (taken from him) by Br

˚
haspati.’ (Geldner: ‘Wie die Bäume

ihre vom Frost geraubten Blätter so vermißte Vala die von Br
˚

haspati (geraubten)
Kühe.’)
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me, I am only the agent or instrument through which
he acts’, the instrumental is in its place . . .

As shown in Hock 1981, this pragmatically sensitive marking con-
vention is already found in the early Vedic prose texts; see (32)
and (33), where the verb in (32) belongs to the categories of verbs
that by A. 1.4.52 should take a karman, and the verb in (33) does
not. The phenomenon can therefore not be attributed to post-Pā-
n. inian innovation. Rather, the difference between Pān. ini and the
textual tradition of Madhyadeśa most likely reflects a difference in
regional dialect. See Hock 1981, 2012b,c, as well as Deshpande
(1983)’s pioneering paper, “Pān. ini as a frontier grammarian.”

(32) a. dùÅ;a;a;v�a;pxa;�a;T!a;v�a;a Bua;v�a;nea;Su!a º;
a;pR�a;tea
dy´̄avapr

˚
thiv´̄ı bhúvanes. u árpite (TS. 4.7.13.2)

‘Heaven and earth have been made to reach the worlds.’

b. º! ;mMua .te!a Zua;k, Á ³� ;C+.tua . . . ya;me!a;va :dõe ;
a;�! ta;m�a;~ya »u!a;Da;a ..c�a Zu!a;.ca;a ..caº� � ;pRa;ya;�a;ta
amúṁ te śúk. r

˚
chatu . . . yám evá dvés. t.i tám asya ks. udh´̄a

ca śuc´̄a ca + arpayati
(TS. 5.4.4.1–2; similarly passim)
‘Your pain should go to him; whom indeed he hates, to
him he makes his hunger and pain go.’
Or: ‘. . . him he afflicts with his hunger and pain.’

(33) a. º;ea;Sa;D�a;a;=e +va :P+.lM g{a;a;h;ya;�a;ta
os. adhı̄r eva phalaṁ grāhayati (KS. 26.5)
‘He causes the plants to take fruit.’

b. va:�� +:¾ea;nEa;v!a Bra;a;txa;v.yM�a g{a;a;h;�a;y!a;tva;a b.ra;�� ;¾a;a .~txa;¾ua;tea
várun. enaiva bhr´̄atr

˚
vyaṁ grāhayitv ´̄a bráhman. ā str

˚
n. ute

(TS. 2.1.8.2, similarly KS. 13.4)
‘Having caused Varun. a to seize the enemy, he lays him
low with the sacrificial formula.’
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3.6 Asamartha compounding

The syntax of constructions such as (34), called ‘asamartha
compounds’ by Gillon (1993), was first addressed in Patañjali’s
commentary on A. 2.1.1 (Kielhorn-Abhyankar edition 1.359.21–
361.24). The fact that in the reading of (34), devadattasya does
not modify the head (kula) of gurukulam, but the non-head (gu-
ru), leads to a lengthy discussion, with one side arguing that the
interpretation is acceptable and another one that it is not, since
only heads can have external modification. The issue is in effect
left unresolved. By contrast, Bhartr

˚
hari (Vākyapadı̄ya 3.14.47) ac-

cepts the grammaticality of such structures if the non-head is a
relational noun, such as ‘father’, ‘son’, ‘teacher’, ‘student’.

(34) :de ;va;d:�a;~ya gua:� -ku +:l+.m,a
devadattasya guru-kulam ‘Devadatta’s teacher’s family’

That this issue is not just an idle invention of the grammarians
is shown by the fact that structures of this sort do in fact occur,
such as (35a); and as shown by (35bc) other structures that would
not be amenable to Bhartr

˚
hari’s account are also found. As far as I

can tell, Whitney (1889: 515) was the first western scholar to note
the existence of such structures.

(35) a. d;nta;a;Ga;a;ta;~ya . . . du ;
a;h;tuaH :pa;�íåÅ+a;a;va;tya;a ;Da;a:��a;a;~va;sa;a;h;m,a
dantāghātasya . . . duhituh. padmāvatyā dhātrı̄svasāham
(Vetālapañcaviṁśati, Emeneau edition, 16.16–17)
‘I am the sister of the nurse of Padmāvatı̄, the daughter of
Dantāghāta . . . ’

b. ta;~ya;Ma :�/�a;=+:ïîåéa;gDa;dx ;��a;a .sUa;�a;.ca;ta;a;�a;Ba;l+.a;SaH
tasyāṁ snigdhadr

˚
s. t.yā sūcitābhilās. ah. (Śakuntalā 3.9.16)

‘. . . whose affection was indicated by his gaze fixed on
her.’
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c. ;�a;.ca:�a-:pra;ma;a;�a;Ta;n�a;a ba;a;l+.a :de ;va;a;na;a;ma;
a;pa .sua;nd:=� +a
citta-pramāthinı̄ bālā devānām api sundarı̄ (Nala 1.18;
MBh. 3.50.13)
‘A beautiful girl disturbing the minds even of the Gods.’

In a recent paper, Kiparsky (2009: 48) argues that structures
like (34) can be interpreted as ‘apparent syntax/morphology mis-
matches [that] should be treated’ in terms of a semantic inheritance
mechanism whereby ‘properties of individuals become properties
of groups to which individuals belong’, as in a laughing group of
children which really means ‘a group of laughing children’ rather
than merely ‘a laughing group consisting of children’.

A more comprehensive analysis is that of Gillon (1993, 1995).
Adopting Bhartr

˚
hari’s notion of ‘relational noun’, he concludes

that non-heads that are associated with a kāraka or ‘whose meaning
presupposes some kind of relation’ are permitted to take external
heads. This allows him to account not only for the type (34)/(35a)
but also for (35b), under the assumption that unlike languages such
as English, Sanskrit allows transmission of unsaturated argument
positions not only for heads but also for non-heads; see Table 3.14

Molina Muñoz (2014) notes that while Gillon’s account works
for (35a) and (35b), it does not for the type (35c), where citta is not
a ‘relational noun’ and where devānām is not an argument of citta,
but syntactically merely an adjunct. She therefore argues that a
different explanation is required which, in principle, works for all
subtypes under (35). Starting out with Schäufele’s notion of ‘lib-
eration’ or ‘node erasure’ and Pān. ini’s account for compounds as
combining full words (saha supā, A. 2.1.4), she proposes to derive
(productive) compounds in a post-syntactic component along the
lines of Halle and Marantz’s (1993) distributed morphology. Com-
pounding, under this account, can take place between two neigh-
boring semantically compatible words in the output of the syntax

14This is Molina Muñoz’s (2014) rendition of Gillon’s diagram.
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NPINSTR < >

NPLOC NINSTR <LC>

NLOC A <LC, PT> NINSTR

tasyām ‘on her’ snigdha ‘fixed’ <LC, PT> dr
˚

s. t.yā ‘gaze’

Table 3
Non-head relational nominal governing an external head

and after liberation, which erases syntactic nodes and potentially,
but not necessarily moves words or phrases to other positions in
the clause. Example (35c) serves as an excellent example, since
in this case the movement of devānām and bālā out of their orig-
inal complex NP provides positive evidence for node erasure; see
Table 4. (Note that api moves along with devānām because of
its quasi-clitic nature.) Structures such as (35a) and (35b), then,
would also be analyzed as involving node erasure, but without any

[NP [AP [NP [NP [N devānām] [PCL api]] [N cittam]]
[A pramāthinı̄]] [A sundarı̄] [N bālā]]

Node erasure devānām=api cittam pramāthinı̄ sundarı̄ bālā
.. ++

Movement t1 cittam pramāthinı̄ t2 bālā devānām=api1 sundarı̄2
Compounding [cittam-pramāthinı̄]
Suffix erasure cittapramāthinı̄
Final output cittapramāthinı̄ bālā devānām api sundarı̄

Table 4
Node erasure, movement, and compounding in (35c)
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overt movement.

4 Functional issues that should be of interest
to computational approaches

In this section I address several functional or usage aspects of
particular grammatical phenomena, including genre-based usages,
that should be of interest to those engaged in computational anal-
ysis of Sanskrit texts. In fact, attention to genre differences and
their influence on the choice of syntactic processes can also pay
off for formal analyses. Consider the interaction between genre
and word order discussed in §3.1 and the more comprehensive dis-
cussion in Hock 1997, 2000. Conversely, as we will see, discourse
phenomena can raise interesting questions for formal analyses.

One difficulty with functional investigations is that they tend
to be highly specific. For instance, Gonda (1942) observes that
although, using recent terminology, Sanskrit is a ‘pro-drop’ lan-
guage, personal pronouns are common in dialogues. Jamison
(1991b,a) similarly focuses on dialogues in Vedic prose which, as
she notes, exhibit interesting differences from the technical dis-
course that surrounds them, including a much greater use of de-
ictics such as idam, adas, rather than demonstratives such as tad,
etad. As regards the Vedic-prose difference between tad and etad,
Hock (1982a) finds that etad is preferred in cataphoric contexts,
while tad is anaphoric or unmarked. My impression is that this
difference holds also for classical Sanskrit. M. R. Hale (1991)
comes to different conclusions for the Taittirı̄ya Saṁhitā. This is
an issue that deserves fuller study. Still in the area of pronoun us-
age, Van de Walle (1991, 1993: 119–20) notes that, while plural
may be used for politeness (as in bhavantah. for bhavān), second
plural pronouns are rarely used with singular reference. Normally
either the second singular pronoun or a form of bhavat is used
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— sometimes even within the same (complex) sentence. (Van de
Walle’s work, however, is not limited to pronoun use but addresses
the broader issue of linguistic politeness — and distancing — in
classical Sanskrit.)

Tsiang-Starcevic’s (1997) study is a broad investigation of the
use of finite (i.e. relative clause) vs. non-finite (participle, con-
verb) subordination in Sanskrit narratives. See also Tsiang and
Watanabe 1987, which focuses on the rhetoric of fable narratives.
An important finding is that non-finite structures dominate in nar-
rative portions and that finite relative clauses tend to be restricted
to dialogues embedded in the narratives.

In his monumental study of relative-clause syntax, Hettrich
(1988: 745–57) claims that appositive or non-restrictive relative
clauses were a feature of Proto-Indo-European poetic language,
surviving in mantra Vedic, but becoming rare in Vedic prose and
disappearing in post-Vedic. Hock (1993) argues that the difference
between mantra and prose can be explained in terms of genre and
that non-restrictive relative clauses continue to be used in the clas-
sical language. It would be interesting to investigate whether dif-
ferent classical genres exhibit differences similar to those between
mantra and prose Vedic.

In the following I take a more detailed look at fronting and ex-
traposition, two general movement processes, both of which have
interesting discourse, genre, and grammatical characteristics.

4.1 Fronting

Fronting processes play a significant role in a number of different
genres, both in Vedic and in the classical language.

4.1.1 Initial strings in Vedic

Vedic-prose texts are characterized by complex initial strings, such
as (36a), consisting of topicalized elements (commonly nominal or
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pronominal), demonstrative and other pronouns, as well as parti-
cles. Similar, but generally less complex and shorter strings are
also found in the mantra language. M. R. Hale (1987, 1996) pro-
poses syntactic movement accounts, with some prosodic readjust-
ment, for strings of this sort; see also Keydana 2011. By contrast,
Hock (1982a, 1996, 1997) proposes a fully prosodic account, both
in terms of a template defining their linear order and in terms of
their domain of occurrence. Especially relevant in this regard is
the evidence of the mantra language, where initial strings may oc-
cur line-initially (36b) or even post-caesura (36c) in run-on lines,
i.e. in prosodically defined domains, rather than the syntactically
defined domain of clause-initiality.

(36) a. O;;ta;!a;}vea;vE!a;S!a O;;t!a;smEa ;
a;v!a;S¾ua;yRa;¼a;ea ;
a;v!a;kÒ +:a;�////�a;ntMa ;
a;v!a;kÒ +:ma;tea
etā

¯
mi v eva

¯
+ es. a

¯ j eta
¯

smai vi
¯
s. n. ur j yajño vi

¯
krāntiṁi vi

¯
kra-

mate (ŚB. 1.1.2.13)
‘This Vis.n. u, the sacrifice, steps this (world-conquering
three-fold) stepping for him (the sacrificer).’

b. h;ea;ta;�a:=M ;
a;v!a:(õ;a;ve�a;d;sM!a ( Á) .sMa ;
a;h tva;!a ;
a;va;Z�a I! +.nDa;t,aO;�
hótāraṁ viśvávedasaṁ (.) sáṁ hı́ tvā vı́śa indháte (R

˚
V.

1.44.7ab)
‘For the clans light you as the all-knowing hotr

˚
.’

c. ;
a;va;pr!aH :prea;�! H : .sa hùÅ:ae� ;Sa;Ma ba;BUa;va
vı́prah. prés. t.hah. : sá hy ès. āṁ babhūva (R

˚
V. 10.61.23c)

‘For he was of/for them the dearest singer.’

To my knowledge, strings of this sort do not survive in the
post-Vedic language; but see §4.1.3 for ‘linkage strings’.

4.1.2 Predicate-Subject order

The fact that predicates frequently precede their subjects, as in
(37), has attracted western scholars’ attention from an early period.
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Speijer (1886: 10) considers this the normal order in Sanskrit, but
notes that ‘Pronouns, it seems, may be put indiscriminately be-
fore or behind their noun-predicate’ (1886: 10); and in his 1896
monograph, he adds the further restriction that subject pronouns
normally precede their predicates. Delbrück (1878: 27), by con-
trast, while acknowledging the pervasive presence of predicate-
subject order in Vedic prose, considers it marked: ‘Der Grund für
diese Stellung liegt auf der Hand. Das Subject is nämlich bekannt,
das Praedikatsnomen aber bringt etwas Neues hinzu, und tritt also
nach dem allgemeinen Gesetz der occasionellen Wortstellung vor.’
[‘The reason for this position is obvious. The subject is known,
but the predicate nominal adds something new and hence moves to
the front according to the general law of occasional word order.’]

(37) a. .tea:ja;ea ;vEa b.ra;� ga;a;ya:��a;a
TEJO vai BRAHMA gāyatrı̄ (KS. 25.5)15

‘The gāyatrı̄ is brilliance, brahman.’

b. ma;na;ea ;vEa bxa;h;d, va;a;g,a .=+Ta;nta:=+m,a . . .
MANO vai br

˚
had VĀG rathantaram . . . (JB. 1.128)

‘The br
˚

hat is mind, the rathantaram is speech . . . ’

For the post-Vedic language, Lahiri (1933) finds that contrary
to Speijer, the normal order is subject-predicate; see also Hock
2013.

Even for Vedic prose it is possible to show that predicate-initial
order is marked. First, there are many examples like (38) in which
only part of the predicate appears in initial, pre-subject position,
while the rest remains stranded ‘downstairs’. Second, in longer
series of equational structures, the order predicate-subject tends
to break down, reverting to subject-predicate order; (39). Finally,
as noted in Hock 2013, predicate-initial order is regular only in a

15Here as elsewhere in this discussion, subjects are marked by bold, predicates
by SMALL CAPS.
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sub-genre of Vedic prose, namely passages that equate instruments
of the sacrifice (such as the meters, or body parts of the sacrificial
animal) with more abstract or ‘supramundane’ phenomena or qual-
ities such as the Year (writ large), the Mind (again, writ large), or
the World and its components.

(38) a. mu!a;K.ya;Ea va;!a º;a;va;M!a ya;¼!a;~ya .~va;ea
MU

¯
KHYAU vā

¯
āvā

¯
ṁ YAJÑA

¯
SYA svo (ŚB. 4.1.5.16)

‘We two are the chiefs of the sacrifice.’

b. BUa;ya;a;n,a ;vEa b.ra;a;�;¾aH »a;
a:�a;ya;a;d,
BHŪYĀN vai brāhman. ah. KS. ATRIYĀD (AB. 7.15.8)
‘A brahmin is better than a ks.atriya.’

(39) o+.Sa;a va;a º:(õ;a;~ya mea;Dya;~ya ;a;Za:=H
.sUa;yRa;(ãÉa:»ua:=,
va;a;taH :pra;a;¾a;ea
v.ya;a:�a;ma;�a;çÉîå+;a;vERa:(õ;a;a;na:=H
.sMa;va;tsa:= º;a;tma;a
�+:va;DyMa ;�a;sa;k+:ta;aH
;�a;sa;nDa;va;ea gua;d;aH
ya;kx +:�a ëÐÅÉì*:+:ea;ma;a;na;(ãÉa :pa;vRa;ta;aH
US. Ā vā aśvasya medhyasya śirah.
SŪRYAŚ caks. ur
VĀTAH. prān. o
vyāttam AGNIR VAIŚVĀNARAH.
SAṀVATSARA ātmā
ūvadhyaṁ SIKATĀH.
SINDHAVO gudāh.
yakr

˚
c ca klomānaś ca PARVATĀH. (BĀUM. 1.1.1)

‘The head of the sacrificial horse is the dawn; the eye, the
sun; the breath, the wind; the open mouth, Agni Vaiśvānara;
the body, the year . . . ; the food in the stomach, the sand; the
blood vessels, the rivers; the liver and lungs, the mountains.’
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Predicate-initiality, thus, is not basic, but results from (par-
tial) fronting and, moreover, is a feature sensitive to genre and
discourse. Moreover, as in the case of major constituent order,
sensitivity to genre differences makes it possible to argue in fa-
vor of one formal analysis in preference to another. (See also §5
below.)

4.1.3 Narrative linkage and related issues

The use of converbs as narrative linkers at or near the beginning
of the clause, as in (40a,d) is often considered a feature reflecting
Dravidian contact; see e.g. Bloch 1930; Emeneau 1971. Under
the name ‘tail-head linkage’, the phenomenon of nonfinite reca-
pitulation has been shown to be more widespread in (folk) narra-
tives, irrespective of syntactic typology (Thompson and Longacre
1985: 209–13); and under the term ‘catena’ it has been shown to
occur also in Ancient Greek (Migron 1993). In Sanskrit, the use
of converbs alternates with that of ta-participles (40b) and loca-
tive absolutes (40c) in a system of ‘switch reference’ (Haiman and
Munro 1983)), where converbs indicate kartr

˚
continuity, transitive

ta-participles a switch to the karman of the preceding action, and
locative absolutes a switch to some other actant. (See Hock Forth-
coming(a).)

(40) a. na;a:=+d;~ya tua ta;dõ ;a;k�+.aM (rua;tva;a va;a;k�+.a;
a;va;Za;a:=+dH Á
:pUa:ja;ya;a;ma;a;sa ;Da;ma;Ra;tma;a .sa;h;a;Za;Sya;ea ma;h;a;mua;�a;naH Á Á
nāradasya tu tad vākyaṁ śrutvā vākyaviśāradah. .
pūjayām āsa dharmātmā sahaśis. yo mahāmunih. ..

b. ya;Ta;a;va;tpUa;�a:ja;ta;~tea;na :de ;va;
a;SRa;na;Ra:=+d;~ta;d;a Á
º;a;pxa;�õÅE ;va;a;Bya;nua;¼a;a;taH .sa .ja;ga;a;ma ;
a;va;h;a;ya;sa;m,a Á Á
yathāvat pūjitas tena devars. ir nāradas tadā.
āpr

˚
s. t.vaivābhyanujñātah. sa jagāma vihāyasam..
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c. .sa mua;hU ;t a ga;tea ta;�/////////�a;sma;nde ;va;l+.ea;kM mua;�a;na;~ta;d;a Á
.ja;ga;a;ma ta;ma;sa;a;t�a;a:=M .ja;a;�îå+:v.ya;a;~tva;
a;va;dU :=+taH Á Á
sa muhūrtaṁ gate tasmin devalokaṁ munis tadā.
jagāma tamasātı̄raṁ jāhnavyās tv avidūratah. ..

d. .sa tua t�a;a:=M .sa;ma;a;sa;a;dùÅ;a ta;ma;sa;a;ya;a ma;h� ;a;pa;�a;taH Á
;a;Za;Sya;ma;a;h ;�//////�a;~Ta;tMa :pa;a:(õ;eRa dx ;�õÅ ;a t�a;a;TRa;ma;k+:dR ;ma;m,a Á Á
sa tu tı̄raṁ samāsādya tamasāyā mahı̄patih. .
śis. yam āha sthitaṁ pārśve dr

˚
s. t.vā tı̄rtham akardamam..

(Rāmāyan. a 1.2.1–4)
‘When the eloquent one (Vālmiki) had heard this speech of
Nārada, the righteous great sage (Vālmiki) and his disciples
honored him. When the divine seer Nārada had been duly
honored by him at that time, he went to heaven, having asked
for permission to leave and received it. When he (= Nārada)
had gone to the heavenly world, the sage (Vālmiki) at that
time went after a while to the bank of the Tamasā, not far
from the Jāhnavı̄ (= the Gaṅgā). But when he reached the
bank of the Tamasā, the ruler of the earth, seeing a bathing
spot free from mud, spoke to his pupil who was standing next
to him.’

As shown in Hock 1994a,b, narrative discourse linkage is
accomplished by a variety of other fronting processes, includ-
ing the fronting of demonstratives, finite verbs, conjunctions, or
conjunction-like adverbs; see for instance (41). Moreover, verbs,
whether finite or non-finite, may be accompanied by complements
and other ‘satellites’; and all the fronting processes may apply to-
gether, yielding ‘linkage strings’ that can become quite complex,
as in (42).

(41) a. ta;TEa;va;a;s�a;a;
a;dõ ;d;BeRa;Sua B�a;a;ma;ea B�a;a;ma;pa:=+a;kÒ +:maH Á . . . Á Á
.sa :pra:ja;a;TeRa :pa:=M ya;�a;ma;k+.=+ea;t,a . . . Á
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ta;m,a º;Bya;ga;.cC+.dõâ â " ;�;
a;SRa;dR ;ma;na;ea na;a;ma . . . Á Á
tMa .sa B�a;a;maH . . . ta;ea;Sa;ya;a;ma;a;sa ;Da;mRa;
a;va;t,a Á
tathaivāsı̄d vidarbhes. u bhı̄mo bhı̄maparākramah. . . . . ..
sa prajārthe paraṁ yatnam akarot . . . .
tam abhyagacchad brahmars. ir damano nāma . . . ..
taṁ sa bhı̄mah. . . . tos. ayām āsa dharmavit.
(MBh. 3.50.5–7)
‘Likewise there was among the Vidarbhans Bhı̄ma of ter-
rible prowess . . . He made the utmost effort for the sake of
progeny . . . To him came a brahmin sage, named Damana
. . . Him that Bhı̄ma gladdened, knowing dharma.’

b. º;b.ra;v�a;a;d, ³;tua;pa;¾Ra;~ta;m,a . . .
abravı̄d r

˚
tuparn. as tam . . . (MBh. 3.70.16)

‘(Then) R
˚

tuparn. a said to him . . . ’

c. ta;ta;ea Y;nta;�a:=;»a;ga;ea va;a;.cMa v.ya;a:ja;h;a:= . . .
tato ’ntariks. ago vācaṁ vyājahāra . . . (MBh. 3.50.19)
‘Then the bird said a speech . . . ’

(42) a. ta;ta;~ta;a .nEa;Sa;DMa dx ;�õÅ ;a . . .
tatas tā nais. adham dr

˚
s. t.vā . . . (MBh. 3.52.14)

adv. + tad + SAT + conv.16

‘Then they, having see the Nis.adhan . . . ’

b. .tea tua hM ;sa;aH .sa;mua;tpa;tya . . .
te tu haṁsāh. samutpatya . . . (MBh. 3.50.21)
tad + conj. + SAT + conv.
‘But those swans, having flown up . . . ’

c. :pra;
a;va;Za;nt�a;Ma tua ta;Ma dx ;�õÅ ;a . . .
praviśantı̄ṁ tu tāṁ dr

˚
s. t.vā . . . (MBh. 3.62.20)

16Abbreviations: adv. = conjunction-like adverb, conj. = conjunction, conv. =
converb, pres. pple. = present participle, SAT = ‘satellite’, tad = demonstrative
pronoun
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pres.pple + conj. + tad + conv.
‘But having seen her entering . . . ’

As noted in Hock Forthcoming(a), linkage strings are the
strongest indicators of narrativity, especially in the epics. But
even in fable literature, which adopts a more concise narrative
style (Tsiang and Watanabe 1987), linkage strings are more clearly
linked with narrative than the use of individual linkers by them-
selves.

4.2 Extraposition

The functions of extraposition to post-verbal position are an issue
that deserves further study. I am aware of three studies that treat
certain aspects of the phenomenon.

4.2.1 Gonda’s ‘amplified sentences’

The earliest is Gonda 1959, with its principle of ‘amplification’ —
a common phenomenon both in mantra Vedic and in the epics, see
e.g. (43). As Gonda puts it, the structure before and including the
verb (in this case agnı́m ı̄l.e) forms a complete sentence or proposi-
tion in itself; what follows is additional information that elaborates
on what precedes (in this case on the object agnı́m). In both mantra
Vedic and the epics, extraposition serves to expound on the good
and desirable qualities of the deity or the hero or heroine.

(43) a. º! ;�a;çÉîå+;a;m�a;�a;Le [:pu!a:=+ea;
a;h� ;tMa y!a;¼a;~y�a :de! ;va;mx!a;�//�a;tva:j�a;m,a Á h;ea;ta;�a:=M .=+�!a;Da;a;t�a;ma;m,a]
agnı́m ı̄l.e [puróhitaṁ yajñásya devám r

˚
tvı́jam. hótāraṁ

ratnadh´̄atamam] (R
˚

V. 1.1.1)
‘I invoke Agni, the foremost God of the sacrifice, the
priest, the hotr

˚
, most bestowing treasure.’

b. ta:�a .sma Bra;a:ja;tea BEa;m�a;a [.sa;va;Ra;Ba:=+¾a;BUa;
a;Sa;ta;a Á
.sa;K�a;a;ma;Dyea Y;na;va;dùÅ;a;a;ñÍç ÅÅ*:� +.a ;
a;va;dùÅ;au ;tsa;Ea;d;a;ma;n�a;a ya;Ta;a Á
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. . .
;�a;.ca:�a;pra;ma;a;�a;Ta;n�a;a ba;a;l+.a :de ;va;a;na;a;ma;
a;pa .sua;nd:=� +a Á Á]
tatra sma bhrājate bhaimı̄ [sarvābharan. abhūs. itā.
sakhı̄madhye ’navadyāṅgı̄ vidyut saudāmanı̄ yathā.
. . .
cittapramāthinı̄ bālā devānām api sundarı̄..]
(Nala 1.12–14; MBh. 3.50.12–13)
‘There Bhaimı̄ radiated, adorned with all ornaments, sur-
rounded by her friends, having entirely praiseworthy
limbs, like monsoon lightning . . . the girl robbing the
minds even of the Gods, beautiful.’

4.2.2 Purpose datives in Vedic prose

A peculiarity of Vedic prose, which generally is heavily — and
some might say, unimaginatively — verb-final, is the frequent
extraposition of dative purpose phrases, as in (44). Delbrück
(1888: 25) considers such structures a Satzanhang (clause ap-
pendix). More specifically, Hock (2014) argues for a genre-based
use of extraposition, indicating a benefit that extends beyond the
simple sacrificial action. The relation between the preceding struc-
ture and the extraposed dative phrase can thus ‘be interpreted as
an iconic reflex of the contrast between ritual-internal action and
ritual-external benefit.’

(44) a. ta;a;nya;a;hu ;na;Ra;na;ea;pea;tya;a;�a;na Á na;a;nea;va va;a I+.mea l+.ea;k+:aH Á O;;Sa;Ma l+.ea;k+:a;na;Ma
;
a;va;Dxa;tya;a I+.�a;ta
tāny āhur nānopetyāni. nāneva vā ime lokāh. . es. āṁ lokā-
nāṁ vidhr

˚
tyā iti (JB. 2.218)

‘They say these (sāmans?) are to be undertaken variously
— these worlds are various, as it were — for keeping apart
these worlds.’
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b. t!a;�a;ma;ndÒ +a;çÉîå+;a� ;!a º;nua;s!a;ma;ta;nua;ta;a;m,a Á :pra:ja;!a;na;a;}å.pr!a:ja;a;tyEa
ta
¯

m indrāgnı̄
¯

anusa
¯

matanutām. prajā
¯

nām pra
¯

jātyai (ŚB.
4.3.1.2)
‘Indra and Agni preserved him (Soma); for the procre-
ation of creatures.’

c. ;
a;d;gva;;�ÂåÅ +va;�a;ta Bra;a;txa;v.ya;~ya;a;pa;nua:�yEa
digvad bhavati bhrātr

˚
vyasyāpanut[t]yai (PB. 12.4.10)

‘It contains the word “direction”, for repelling the enemy.’

4.2.3 Kartr
˚

backing and extraposition, and politeness

Wallace (1984) finds that backing of kartr
˚

s to post-karman position
in passives, gerundives, and ta-participle constructions, as in (45a),
is a common feature of dialogues in the Vetālapañcaviṁśati, while
narrative portions typically have the kartr

˚
in the unmarked initial

position. Based on the contextual evidence, he argues that this re-
ordering serves purposes of politeness, indicating either modesty
on the part of the speaker or deference to an addressee. As it turns
out, the phenomenon is not limited to passive-like structures but
also occurs in actives; see e.g. (45b). Moreover, similar considera-
tions probably account for the frequent extraposition of addressees
or speakers, as in (46),17 and both reordering and extraposition are
a widespread feature of dialogues. What seems to be shared by
both processes is that they downgrade the addressee or speaker,
thereby avoiding the threatening of ‘face’ (see Van de Walle 1991,
1993 on this latter issue).

(45) a. ta;va :pa;ea;Sa;¾a;ma;a;va;a;Bya;Ma k+:tRa;v.ya;m,a
tava pos. an. am āvābhyāṁ kartavyam (Vetālapañcaviṁśati,
Emeneau edition) ‘We will take care of you.’

17Some of these, such as (46a), are included in Wallace’s data.
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b. ta;sma;a;n}å.a;Ma Ba;va;Ma;~tya:ja;tua
tasmān māṁ bhavāṁs tyajatu (Vetālapañcaviṁśati, Eme-
neau edition, 70.3–4) ‘Therefore may your lordship re-
lease me.’

(46) a. ku +.�a ga;tva;a ;�//////�a;~Ta;tMa Ba;va;ta;a
kutra gatvā sthitaṁ bhavatā (Vetālapañcaviṁśati, Eme-
neau edition, 44.26)
‘Where did your lordship go and stay (so long)?’

b. ya;d;a;
a;d;Za;�a;ta :de ;vaH
yad ādiśati deva(h. ) (Vetālapañcaviṁśati, Emeneau edi-
tion, 8.2)
‘As the lord commands.’

c. yua;va;ya;ea:=, . . .º;��a;Ka;l+.mea;va k+:�a;Ta;tMa ma;ya;a
yuvayor . . . akhilam eva kathitaṁ mayā
(Vetālapañcaviṁśati, Emeneau edition 16.20–21)
‘I have told everything to the two of you.’

d. va;.ca;sa;a ma;na;sa;a ..cEa;va ya;Ta;a na;a;�a;Ba;.ca:=+a;}ya;h;m,a Á
.tea;na .sa;tyea;na ;
a;va;bua;Da;a;~ta;mea;va :pra;
a;d;Za;ntua mea Á Á
vacasā manasā caiva yathā nābhicarāmy aham .
tena satyena vibudhās tam eva pradiśantu me.. (Nala
5.18)
‘As I do not transgress by speech or mind, by that truth let
the very wise ones (the Gods) point him (Nala) out to me.’

5 Conclusions and implications for further re-
search

What is remarkable is that extraposition seems to have at least two
very different purposes. In the context of politeness it serves to
down-grade the addressee or the speaker, in Gonda’s ‘amplifica-
tion’ as well as the more restricted phenomenon of Vedic-prose
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purpose-dative extraposition it serves to provide additional and im-
portant information. Presumably there would be a prosodic dif-
ference, with politeness extraposition being realized with low or
reduced pitch, while there would be no such prosodic reduction
in amplifications and, perhaps, even a raised pitch for Vedic-prose
purpose-datives. Nevertheless, there seems to be no clear syntactic
difference between the different types of extraposition.

Following the reasoning in Hock 1993 (for different pragmatic
uses of non-restrictive relative clauses), it is possible to account for
this situation by assuming that extraposition is one syntactic pro-
cess, which leads to syntactically marked structures. Such marked
structures, in turn, make it possible for the speaker to invite the
hearer to assume that there is a special reason for using them, along
the lines of Grice’s (1975) notion of ‘implicature’ or ‘invited infer-
ence’, with the precise pragmatic inference being determined by
discourse and genre.

If this line of reasoning is correct, we must conclude that func-
tional accounts, however interesting and important for textual in-
terpretation they may be, cannot substitute for formal syntactic ac-
counts, and that the latter must be formulated irrespective of the
uses to which different possibilities permitted by the grammar can
be put.

At the same time, as already noted, functional accounts can be
helpful in assessing conflicting formal accounts such as the issue
of major constituent order (§3.1), the question of subject-predicate
vs. predicate-subject ordering (§4.1.2), or the phenomenon of
marked kartr

˚
backing (§4.2.3). In fact, the idea of kartr

˚
backing

makes it possible to account for a large number of structures with
predicate-subject order, beyond the Vedic-prose equational struc-
tures discussed in §4.1.2. See e.g. the examples in (47), where
kartr

˚
or subject backing can be attributed to the same politeness

concerns as in §4.2.3: modesty on the part of the speaker or defer-
ence to an addressee.
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(47) a. .sa;a;Dv�a;a Ba;va;t�a;a
sādhvı̄ bhavatı̄ (Vetālapañcaviṁśati, Emeneau edition,
68.13)
‘Your ladyship is good.’ ≈ ‘You (polite) are a good
woman.’

b. . . . :pra;ma;a;¾Ma tua Ba;va;nta;�///�a;~:�a;d;Zea:(õ;a:=+aH
. . . pramān. aṁ tu bhavantas tridaśeśvarāh. (Nala 4.31;
MBh. 3.53.21)
‘. . . but your lordships, rulers of the thirty(-three Gods),
are the authority.’

c. »a;a;�////�a;nta;Z�a;a;l+.ea na;a;ma k+:a;pa;a;�a;l+.k+:ea Y;hM ma;h;a;ya;ea;g�a;a
ks. āntiśı̄lo nāma kāpāliko ’haṁ mahāyogı̄
(Vetālapañcaviṁśati, Emeneau edition, 8.14)
‘I (am) a mendicant, Ks.āntiśı̄la by name, a great yogi.’

d. .=+a:ja;pua:�a;a;va;a;va;Ma :pa;yRa;f;na;Z�a;a;l+.a;va:�a;a;ya;a;ta;Ea
rājaputrāv āvāṁ paryat.anaśı̄lāv atrāyātau
(Vetālapañcaviṁśati, Emeneau edition, 16.14)
‘We are princes, in the habit of wandering come here.’

There may even be cases where functional evidence may create
interesting challenges for formal syntactic accounts. Let us take
another look at (43b), specifically its passage cittapramāthinı̄ bālā
devānām api sundarı̄, which in Table 4 was analyzed as involving
movement of denānām api and sundarı̄ out of their matrix NP. That
the structure involves movement is suggested by the particle api
which indicates special emphasis on the preceding devānām ‘even
of the Gods’; and sundarı̄ can be considered an elaboration — à
la Gonda — of cittapramāthinı̄ bālā, which would be a complete
structure in its own right.

From the functional, pragmatic perspective such an account is,
I believe, entirely reasonable. From the formal perspective, how-
ever, the account presents a challenge, since it operates with the
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idea of extraposition within a phrase, rather than a sentence. More
than that, the phrase itself has been extraposed within the larger
matrix sentence. Put differently, we would have to assume an ex-
traposition within an extraposed structure.

Clearly, such an account is highly unorthodox, and its lack of
orthodoxy might be taken to favor the Staal/Gillon ‘wild-tree’ ac-
count which does not stipulate linear order within phrases. How-
ever, under a ‘wild-tree’ account the functional difference between
(48a) and (48b) would merely be epiphenomal. The advantage
of operating with base-generated linear order and accounting for
all deviations through movement, whether within the phrase or be-
yond, is that it invites attempts to account for such differences; and
that, I believe, is a methodological strong point.

(48) a. ;�a;.ca:�a;pra;ma;a;�a;Ta;n�a;a ba;a;l+.a :de ;va;a;na;a;ma;
a;pa .sua;nd:=� +a
cittapramāthinı̄ bālā devānām api sundarı̄

b. :de ;va;a;na;a;ma;
a;pa ;�a;.ca:�a;pra;ma;a;�a;Ta;n�a;a .sua;nd:=� +a ba;a;l+.a
devānām api cittapramāthinı̄ sundarı̄ bālā

Still, I would hope that advocates of the ‘wild-tree’ approach
will continue pushing their account, testing its predictive power
and comparing it to theories that operate with base-generated lin-
ear order. Whatever the outcome, we are bound to gain additional
insights into Sanskrit syntax.

There is, moreover, ample room for further research, especially
on the syntax of classical Sanskrit which offers a much broader
range of texts and genres than the Vedic tradition and which, in
part because of that, has received much less coverage.

Areas of further research that I would personally find inter-
esting are relative-correlatives as well as non-finite subordination,
agreement (especially in complex-numeral constructions), and the
extent to which post-syntactic distributed-morphology accounts
may provide insights.
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